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Watching an Ageless Woman and an Ancient Trade
Colorless smoke, sweet yet choking,
like the lover who does not interest,
surrounds me.
Temezcal bums.
The axe against the oak follows
the rhythm of my insides.
The figure in an indigo smock sits on her
roof; she could see me, but doesn't.
Perhaps she senses my stare.
Lines and sun have deepened her face,
and she is a fallen tree, defenseless
against the insects boring into its skin
to feed. Her even darker hair is pulled
back, tightly away from the eyes.
Infant in dreams at her side.
On her roof, flat and stone, above the dirt
road scattered with children, she sends
the shuttle through the warp.
Long grey lines reach like colored fingers
into her lap, and she massages them.
They are attached to a tree many meters above
her, and she holds the base steady on her thighs.
The shuttle never violates stride-Back and Forth.
Again.
No interruption from the infant.
And except perhaps yarn against yam,
on! y breath breaks the stillness on this hill.
Below the fractured stones of the house
younger versions of herself yell and chase the pigs.
They are on the pursuit for neighbors' baskets
of dirty clothing, to be returned the next day. Two pesos.
In giggles and hushed conferences, they raise their eyes
to me, the white woman on the hill. Then they dart off
and shout, their small squeaks slicing the silence.
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The weaver slouches, enveloped by the living
mountains on every side of her. Just months ago,
these were the home of the oppressed faces hiding in dyed
wool; those who dodged fire from confused boys in helicoptors
who dressed worn muscles in green. Children's faces tough
and taught to kill; unlearning what they once held true, fighting
against their people. Proving again and again, like the shuttle,
that they are pawns.
-Heather Trabert '97
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